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Abstract: The adoption of new technology in Japan, despite its international
reputation as a high tech nation and culture has not been a smooth progression,
nor has Japan always led the world. There have been leaps forward and times of
stagnation. In fact I mean to show how Japan has fallen back and needs to
reinvigorate its approach to technology, particularly in regards to education and
tablet PCs, an area in which Japan has fallen far behind. In both corporate and
government policy, Japan is capable of leaps forward but can get bogged down in a
slow and steady incremental approach at times. I will propose a path forward for
education media here, a field that is still stuck in paper publishing while most of
the world moves into digital. A much more open model based on open principles.
(Note; Due to the fast changing nature of this issue, this article includes updated
information since the summer 2011 conference in Romania.)
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Introduction
To demonstrate Japan’s ability to drive new development I will go
back to the 1950s and 60s. NASA, impressed with the miniaturization and
quality of products such as the Sony transistor radio, contracted Sony Co.
to produce electronics for the Apollo Space program. [Note: Tokyo
Tsushin Kogyo, Ltd. took on the corporate name Sony due to the success
and recognition of the Sony radio.] Japan and the US held close ties in the
cold war and Japanese corporate research benefited from such American
military contracts. As a result of investment in technology, leaps forward
in quality and miniaturization took place. Small size and reliability are key
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issues when you want to send a rocket to the moon. Why go back this far
in history to discuss what is occurring today? The space race inspired
many such technologies that are only just coming to fruition today. One of
them is the modern tablet PC.
A combination of government funding with corporate vision and
desire took Tokyo Tsushin Kogyo, Ltd (later Sony) from a start up of seven
employees in 1954 to the leading producer of Japanese transistor radios in
1959. Total exports to the USA from Japan that year were 6 million units,
Lane & Lane (1994). Sony went on to use its government funded
technology to build an empire of miniaturized consumer electronics under
the brand name Walkman. Unfortunately for Japan, the company was not
able to hang on to its lead in consumer electronics and had its position
usurped by Apple Corp. in 2001. The company lost its vision and
flexibility when it became an international giant. How? Two things
happened, expansion beyond hardware into software (media) and an
internal battle between divisions. 10 years later in 2011, Apple still holds
the lead and has introduced their tablet PC, the iPad. I will show that this
technology was not as visionary and unexpected as is commonly believed,
but first let’s finish the story of Sony.
With its success in consumer electronics Sony was able to push media
technology forward by introducing the home video recorder Betamax.
This so enraged American media producers that Sony was sued and the
case went all the way to the Supreme Court of the United States in 1984.
At this time, Sony was on the side of freedom for the consumer to use
technology for “substantial noninfringing uses”. Sony’s victory help
establish guidelines for Fair Use law that are still in effect today. On a side
note, perhaps this is why Apple is going to courts in the EU and Australia
before the US, they have learned from Sony vs. Universal Studios.
However soon after their win in the Supreme Court, Sony’s direction was
about to change. Its continued success and wealth allowed Sony to enter
the content business purchasing former media adversaries such as CBS
Records in 1988 and Columbia Pictures in 1989.
Unfortunately when this mainly hardware producing company
moved into the software business the result was a duality of goals that the
company was unable to resolve quickly enough before the resurgent
Apple Corp. under the guide of a returning Steve Jobs entirely took over
the personal music player business. Sony with both the music and the
technology in their portfolio had the opportunity to produce the next
generation of Walkman, but fatally stumbled. Why? I see two issues, one
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related to a conservative corporate culture, the other to a conservative
government regulatory stance. Many analysts have pointed out that Sony
had become too large and unable to maneuver whereas Apple was at that
time small and nimble, but I think there is more to the story than that.
There was also a culture difference in the companies, corporate and one
rooted in conservative Japanese society and government.
In the 1990s Sony was focused on producing and selling incrementally
improved products domestically and when the rest of the world took an
architectural leap forward into fully digital music and media on home
PCs, Sony was promoting and selling their next generation technology the
MD. (Sony Corp. Website, Recording Media, 1992) As Sony was focus on
physical media, the rest of the world moved on to fully digital media. This
was the “architectural” leap (Centre for Technology Management, 2005).
The company was focused on the wrong product, unable to leap forward
to the era of the MP3 until 2004. Long after Apple had introduced the iPod
in 2001. The conflict between internal departments, music and hardware
producing divisions, over what the music industry saw as a pirate
technology and copyrights dragged on and held the company back 3 years
beyond the introduction of the iPod until they could no longer deny the
success of purely digital music (without physical media) with the iTunes
store in 2003. Perhaps it was more than just a lack of vision, it may have
been that the vision they had was based on the domestic market. What
was happening in Japan?
The PC as we now know it now, with a mouse and drop down menus,
did not fully make its way into Japanese homes until after the year 2000.
By that time millions of American teens and adults had already collected a
massive library of music from online peer-to-peer services such as the
pioneer Napster. Why were Japanese so slow on the uptake? The reason is
quite simple, government regulation of telecommunications in the 1990s.
While the US and much of the rest of the world experienced the first
Internet bubble, when millions of people downloaded song for free
through peer-to-peer services, Japan’s NTT held monopoly over the
telephone system and charged per minute which would result in bills into
the hundreds of dollars (10,000s of yen) per month if a person were to stay
on line long enough to download digital media. Unlike in the US, Canada
and elsewhere, local telephone calls, upon which the entire Internet was
based, were not free in Japan, or more accurately, local calls were not
included in the monthly fee. It was only after Broadband Internet was
introduced after Y2K and the Internet bubble in the rest of the world had
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burst did Japanese begin to buy home PCs in the millions. Interestingly
the deregulation of telecommunications has meant Japan has leaped
forward and now has one of the fastest average internet speeds and one of
the most reasonable prices worldwide. Ironically, one benefit of this is that
Japan largely avoided Y2K issues, but it left Japanese users about 5 years
behind the rest of the world in terms of skill of use, understanding of
applications and understanding of their digital rights. Even companies
like Sony, evident in the Sony product line that has only recently (20082010) introduced docked portable players and an online music store
comparable to the iPod/iTunes models of 2001-2003.
So as Sony just begins to catch up in the music business, Apple moves on
to tablet PCs. So what will the story be this time? The iPod was an immediate
success in 2001 largely because it allowed the user freedom to import a
collection of digital music from their CDs and other sources without trying to
apply copy protection. Sony finally gave in and included support for MP3 in
2004. From the beginning Apple and Steve Jobs included support for MP3
and recognized the necessity of an open format alongside a protected system.
By 2009 Apple had pushed the music industry to allow iTunes to sell
unprotected MP3s and is now even proposing a subscription model not
unlike Shawn Fanning of Napster (1999-2001) proposed but was rejected by a
music industry unable to see the future.
With a combined approach of including “open” user controlled
content (MP3) and “closed” industry controlled content (AAC) Apple had
completely dominated the digital media market and displaced Sony,
perhaps forever. Now they are making their move into books, specifically
textbooks. What will Japan and Sony do this time? Again the focus is on
Sony and not other Japanese makers because Sony is the only company
producing a digital book reader or any competitive tablet type computer.
It may surprise you to know that Sony was a visionary in this field and
first to mass market an e-reader in 2006. But they made the same mistake,
it was a “crippled digital player that can only handle one kind of media”
Z-Net (2006). Why even 2 years after Sony had finally admitted they had
to include both protected and unprotected content capabilities in their
music players would they repeat the mistake with books? Well, the likely
story involves the draconian legal rights of publishers in Japan. This paper
does not attempt to go into the legal labyrinth of Japanese book
publishing. Once again, the conditions of the domestic market are
conspiring to derail the strategy of what should be a company keeping its
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eye on the global market when designing product for use on a global
Internet.
The result looks like a repeat of history. Amazon leapfrogs Sony’s
product line with a slick combination of flexible media player and online
store with the Kindle. Amazon saw and learned from Apple and has built
a book selling empire in which they sell more e-books than printed books.
Are Apple and Amazon the only real players in this game?
Samsung now enters the fray. With a vision for the future by both
industry and government, Korea has announced it will move school
textbooks to digital format by 2015. With the help of Google’s open source
operating system, Samsung has also leapfrogged Sony into the number 2
spot behind Apple for tablet devices like the iPad. What about Sony? In a
review of the S series tablet by Techcrunch 2011, “The constant loss of a
connection, the janky scrolling and zooming functions, and the overall
bugginess of certain Sony apps is frustrating to say the least...”
On the one hand, Sony has embraced the open source Android
platform and begun to produce tablets people can use. But are they in
time? It is far too soon to tell. Apple has taken a commanding and
aggressive lead in this field defending the tablet as their
invention. Though their international litigation has met
some success, the survivability of patent D504889 (2005)
that claims “the ornamental design for an electronic
device, substantially as shown and described”, is highly
in question. Prior art going back as far as the 1960s
Apollo era movie, 2001, A Space Odyssey and 1980s
television series gadget called the “padd” (personal
access display device) in Star Trek, The Next Generation
clearly refutes the idea that Apple invented or designed
the tablet PC or even came up with the “pad” name on
their own.

It is this author’s opinion that Apple is trying to delay the entry of
competitors as long as it can and gain a irreversible hold on the digital
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media market in much the same manner as Microsoft now dominates the
PC OS market. Once people have committed to a system, the resistance to
changing to an entirely different ecosystem is remote. Windows still
enjoys a global domination of over 90 percent market share. I think Apple
is shooting for the same in tablet PCs. As of the end of 2011 they enjoyed
nearly 70% market share, but in the first few months of 2012, that has been
threatened. Samsung is fighting hard and Microsoft will enter the market
with Windows8 in late 2012 or early 2013. Computerworld (2011). The
future is far from decided, the well documented phenomena; the
productivity paradox predicts that many companies and institutions will
invest in new technologies that ultimately fail to live up to the
expectations, the so called “revenge effect” (Tenner, 1996, p.9). So if
Microsoft introduces their products with significant advantages at just the
time people are losing their sense of awe and newness over the iPad, the
entire landscape could once again change.
Conclusions
For educators what does this mean? We now have 3 formats to
consider, soon a fourth. Kindle, iBooks, Android, and soon Windows 8.
These include 2 different hardware device form factors as well. It is a time
of violent transition in publishing. Do we look at publishing inside a semiwalled environment like Kindle (supports both open and closed use) or
iBooks (closed) or do we go fully open and use online websites and the
like to present the next generation of textbooks. There are open, closed and
semi-open models available. Where will the main players in Japan go?
Japan has made very few leaps forward in the last 20 years. Intermediate
technologies like the WAPRO and FAX were sold instead of the PC in the
late 1990s, MDs were pushed instead of MP3 players as well, and even
now many Japanese still use “Keitai-Denwa” at a time when the largest
maker of that type of phone in the world Nokia has fallen on such hard
times that they are merging their product with Windows in hopes of
saving the company. It is frustrating to watch things move forward in the
rest of the world while Japan takes a wait and see approach. As I have
shown, this is not an effective strategy in the global market that is the
Internet and the future of digital texts. Trying to keep things locked and in
control can leave you far behind a competitor that embraces both
protected and open formats.
This could be so in textbook publishing as well. Currently the only
company that embraces both open and protected systems is Amazon with
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Kindle Direct Publishing, Kindle Apps are available on most major
devices. Apple has announced software for teachers to make iBooks but
the software only works on Apple PCs and iPads. Android has excellent
integration with Google Docs and Google is currently in the process of
consolidating their services. Google has a good reputation for openness
and data mobility with their Data Liberation Front, a group that insures
open portability of data. Windows, though not in the game yet remains a
very big threat because they are the owners of Microsoft Office, the
standard for all industries publishing content. When Windows 8 and
Windows Phones integrate Office, they are poised to take a large portion
of the corporate customer base.
So who will be the eventual winner, or how many will remain is
impossible to tell at this point, but for people in education, it is best to
keep both ideas of protected and open content in mind when selecting a
platform to work with. Can Japan and Japanese companies do this in the
current climate of protection in traditional publishing? I am skeptical and
predict myriad troubles for companies like Sony that want to compete
with Samsung, Apple and Amazon. Sony was once the champion of the
end user fighting all the way to the Supreme Court of the United States,
now it is Samsung and Google fighting Apple globally. As of the time of
writing of this article, Google’s purchase of Motorola and their mobile
technology has been allowed, strengthening their position against Apple.
It looks like the two main players are being defined. Can Japan afford to
sit back and watch? Can Sony afford to let the entrenched paper
publishers dictate the terms of publishing? In my view the government
needs to look at deregulation and Sony should be the one championing
the cause. If not, Japan will be placed another 5 or more years behind the
rest of the world.
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